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ACEC – INDOT 
BRIDGE INSPECTION COMMITTEE 

 
MEETING NO. 2 MINUTES 

 
January 20, 2009 

 
The meeting was called to order at 9:10 a.m. by Mike Cox.  Those in attendance were: 
 
 Drew Storey INDOT, Seymour District 
 Jim Mickler INDOT, Greenfield District 
 Bill Dittrich INDOT, Planning and Production Division 
 Keith Hoernschemeyer Federal Highway Administration 
 Bill Williams Monroe County Highway Director/Engineer 
 Michael Cox Beam, Longest and Neff, L.L.C. 
 Mike Obergfell USI Consultants, Inc. 
 Pete White RQAW Corporation 
 Mike Garlich Collins Engineers, Inc. 
 Adam Post United Consulting Engineers & Architects 
 Jon Sera Butler, Fairman and Seufert, Inc. 
 
 
A meeting agenda had previously been distributed and the following items were discussed: 
 

1. Mike Cox started off the meeting with a brief overview of the agenda and began 
introductions.  

 
2. The minutes of the previous meeting were approved with a few minor revisions. 

  
3. Bill Dittrich distributed two FHWA memorandums to the group (see attachments).  

The memos provided guidance on Plans of Action for Scour Critical bridges and 
elimination of bridges coded as unknown foundations.  Bill stated that a plan of 
action will be required for the 650 scour critical bridges and 1100 bridges with 
unknown foundations in the state.  The plan of action will be a specific plan of 
procedure for a bridge before, during, and after a flood event.  The FHWA deadline 
for plan of action implementation for all bridges that are scour critical or have 
unknown foundations is November of 2009.  The new bridge inspection software will 
include a general plan of action that will have to be updated for information specific 
to the individual bridge by the consultant.  Keith Hoernschemeyer noted that the plan 
of action will have to be followed by the bridge owner to be considered implemented.  
All unknown foundation codes should have a target date for elimination by November 
of 2010 according to the FHWA memo distributed to the group.  Keith recommended 
that instructions for performing a risk-based assessment of scour and foundation 
types be the first chapter(s) written for the new bridge inspection manual.  The group 
agreed that this should be a priority and the chapter(s) could be released before the 
complete manual is finalized.  Mike Garlich noted that Collins’ target date for 
completion of the Bridge Inspection Manual is about a year from now.  Bill Dittrich will 
distribute some information to the committee soon concerning scour critical 
assessments.  Mike Cox passed around a plan of action document that he found on 
the internet (see attachments). 
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4. Pete White distributed a packet of information concerning load ratings.  The group 
discussed the draft of the proposed INDOT Load Rating Policy (see attachments).  
Pete explained that under certain conditions the policy could allow a structure to go 
un-posted even though it has an HS-20 operation rating below 1.0.  Once a structure 
is posted at 15 tons the posting is conservative.  Pete’s question to the group was 
whether INDOT’s posting policy should be changed from the H-20 vehicle which was 
used for design before 1944.  Mike Obergfell stated that no one is being penalized by 
crossing a bridge until the bridge is posted for 15 tons and at that point it is prudent 
to be conservative.  Pete recommended that all legal vehicles be checked if the HS-
20 vehicle load rating is below an operating level of 1.0.  Keith Hoernschemeyer 
stated that he regularly gets questioned why bridges in Indiana, with inventory 
ratings below 36 tons, are not posted.   Bill would like to have INDOT’s policy in 
writing to be able to answer questions that he is regularly asked.  The group 
discussed the draft of the posting policy.  The group did not recommend that the 
posting policy be changed to multiple truck signs at this point.  Bill Dittrich passed 
around a draft of the Interim Guidelines for the Load Capacity Rating of Local 
Bridges in Indiana (see attachments).  Bill stated that the manual Collins is 
developing will cover all parts of bridge inspection.  Pete will be developing a chapter 
on load ratings.  The group felt that Pete’s chapter should be included in the Bridge 
Inspection Manual developed by Collins.  Bill recommended that consultants 
performing bridge inspections purchase Virtis Software to perform load ratings.  Mike 
Obergfell recommended that load ratings be performed on a statewide level basis 
per structure type.  He explained that the inspection consultant would stamp the 
condition ratings and the load rating consultant would stamp the load rating.  Bill 
Dittrich didn’t think that was feasible at this time.  Mike Cox felt that having separate 
consultants working on the same bridge could put the inspection consultant under 
additional time constraints to submit data to INDOT.  Mike was concerned with the 
timeliness of a revised load rating calculation based on increased deterioration of a 
structural member. 

 
5. Bill Dittrich gave an overview of the bridge inspection software upgrade progress.  

Mike Obergfell asked what items should be left out of the required input.  Drew 
Storey noted that the current level of required input is too time consuming to able to 
complete the amount of inspections required.  Keith Hoernschemeyer recommended 
that a small group be formed to decide the required level of data input, delete 
unnecessary items, and report back at the next meeting.  Volunteers for the group 
included Keith Hoernschemeyer, Drew Storey, Jim Mickler, Mike Obergfell, and Bill 
Dittrich also recommended that Gerald Nieman be part of the group.  Bill reported 
that there are still a lot of bugs to work out in the inspection software and many of the 
queries do not work correctly.  Bill is having Gerald Nieman look into performing the 
queries using Oracle based on the data that they have.  Bill stated that INDOT will 
not be able to have the consultants using the software as soon as they had hoped.  
Bill also noted that the application for the bridge inspection software has been placed 
on the same server as ERMS due to budget constraints. 

 
6. Bill Dittrich recommended that Mike Cox and Gerald Nieman set up a meeting with 

administrative and legal personnel at INDOT to get a feel of what is needed to 
produce a standard contract for bridge inspections.  Bill would like to get this process 
started soon. 

 
7. Mike Cox asked about an e-mail that was distributed by INDOT last year concerning 

new bridge numbers and NBI numbers for replacement bridges.  Mike questioned 
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whether it was necessary for a new county bridge number to be assigned.  Bill said 
that the NBI number must be changed if a bridge is replaced.  The county bridge 
number is just recommended to be changed, however it is not required.  Mike 
requested an e-mail be sent to clarify this issue. 

 
8. Mike Cox recommended that the group try to finalize some of the issues concerning 

load ratings and the bridge inspection software by the next meeting.   
 

9. Jim Mickler questioned how to handle access problems to railroad over- and 
underpasses.  He stated that the railroads require flagman and fees for entering their 
right-of-way and that coordination to do so is quite lengthy.  Bill Dittrich stated that 
bridge inspectors have the right to perform their inspections within the railroad’s 
right-of-way without coordination as long as no special access equipment is required 
for the inspection.  Bill Williams questioned if easements would be required for some 
of the rather high and/or long railroad overpasses that are present in many of the 
southern counties.  Bill Dittrich stated that the counties bridge inspectors would not 
be required to determine condition ratings for the railroad structures, only dimensions 
for horizontal and vertical clearances. 

 
 
The next meeting for the ACEC - INDOT Bridge Inspection Committee is scheduled for 9:00 
a.m. Tuesday, April 21st, 2009, at the Indiana State Police Museum. 
 
Individuals are invited to comment on items presented in these minutes and/or submit additional 
topics for discussion at the next meeting.  Please E-mail comments to Jon Sera at 
jsera@bfsengr.com. 
 
This meeting was adjourned at 12:30 p.m. 
 
 Prepared by, 
 
 BUTLER, FAIRMAN and SEUFERT, INC. 
 
c: Attendees 


































































